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Understanding your visitors behaviour is essential when optimizing your website.

To get insights into how visitors use your website there are a number of

technologies and tools.

These tools capture the visitors behaviour in di�erent formats and with di�erent 

data outputs for analysis and learning.

In this lesson you’ll learn about mouse tracking and how to set up your website to 

start capturing visitor mouse tracking data.

Mouse Tracking

Mouse tracking software, as you would expect, tracks your visitors cursor 

behaviour.

The are three main types of mouse tracking data you can capture and use in order 

to improve your user experience:

1. Click Tracking - This shows exactly where users have clicked and often includes 

secondary data such as their referral source (referral source - where they came 

from when landing on your website)

2. Scroll Tracking - This shows the users scroll behaviour on your website, so you 

can see if the most important parts of your pages are being seen and scrolled to by 

your visitors.

3. Heat Maps - These show you the sections of each page that get the most interest 

from your visitors and where their cursors spend the most time.

Let’s look at each type of data in more detail with an example to illustrate the results 

and how they can be useful to you.

Mouse Tracking
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Click Tracking

This is an image of a click tracking report for the homepage of Quicksprout.com.

This report shows exactly where users have clicked.

You can see from the report the areas of high density where the majority of clicks 

are, this is useful as it tells you if visitors are clicking in the places you want them to.

Every page should have one core task you want the visitor to complete, for example 

clicking a sign up button.

The data is also split into coloured clicks, the colour coding of the click can be 

changed to represent di�erent source and campaign data.

For example the this image shows di�erent coloured clicks, this the segmentation 

of data from various tra�c sources.

This allows you to learn how di�erent source visitors behaviour is di�erent.

Mouse Tracking
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Scroll Tracking

Scroll tracking shows us which section of your page your visitor spend the most 

time looking at and the sections that they ignore.

This allows you to learn if visitors are looking and spending time on the sections of 

your page that matter most to your conversion rate.

The scroll data is represented by a colour scale.

For example when you look at the blog scroll tracking report above

you can see the top section with the main call to action is white,

this indicates that users spend the most time here.

Again this is positive behavioural feedback as you want visitors to

spend time on this top section. Because this is where the one core

goal of the page is located, the main call to action.

Mouse Tracking
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Scroll maps are perfect for the classic ‘above the fold’ argument and can answer 

this debate with data rather than shouting at each other!

Remember there is no hard and fast rules in conversions, in this instance the above 

the fold argument holds true, on other reports you may see that users scroll and 

spend more time on sections lower down on the page.

Heat Maps

Heat maps show us the areas of high interest, think of them as an average of your 

click tracking report created using an algorithm.

Heat maps show us the areas of high interest, th

I prefer to use click tracking reports over heat maps, but they e�ectively perform 

the same function and add the same value.

Mouse Tracking


